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Terriers Set
For Attempt
At B. C. Upset
Intowners

at

B. U. Star Carrier

Coady Elected
To Freshman
Presidency

Peak of History;
Eagles Are Confident

Solly Nechtem

Marine Corps
Gives Tests
Boston College Unit
First in Country
To Be Formed

Impressed by the interest which
the student body has shown in the
formation of a Boston College unit
in the Marine Corps Reserve, Colonel William Marshall has announced that final plans have been
completed for establishing the
College in the Marine Corps. Immediately following the physical
exams which will take place next
week, uniforms and equipment
will be issued to the chosen few.
All equipment and uniforms, he
said, will be of the latest issue,
conforming with his idea of making this Boston College Reserve
unit the best in the country.
Due to the fact that there is no
commissioned officer, Lieutenant
K. L. Moses will have command of
the Company. Lieut. Moses is a
graduate of Annapolis and has
been a commissioned officer in the
United States Marine Corps for
the last seven years. Non-commissioned officers, however, will all
be active students of Boston College who are already in the Marine
Corps Reserve and have obtained
a rating by virtue of their experience and efficiency.
The camp, he also stated, will
definitely be held at Quantico, Va.
for two weeks beginning June 10.
For those selected to join the
Eastern Platoon, Leaders' Class
for commissioned officers' rating,
Edward Toomey, '41, addressed camp will begin July 5 and conthe members of the French Acadtinue until Aug. 15.
emy last week on the life of Corneille. At the same meeting the
works of Corneille were discussed
by Edwin Britwell, '41, who also
dramatized some passages from
Speaking before the members of
the author's works.
It is the intention of the Acad* the Italian Academy on the life,
emy to publish a newspaper writ- works and style of Fucini, Wendell
ten in French. The paper will be Turley, '40, read a short poem by
entitled "L'Aiglon." Its first ap- the author entitled "La Mamma
pearance on the newsstands of Molta." The poem written in one
Boston College will be December 1. of the Italian dialects, illustrates
Authorities of the Academy also the simple faith of peasant childivulged the information that the dren.
An interesting game of conunmembers will hold an oratorical
contest with Regis College during drums was conducted by Dr. Gino
the first or second week of De- Di Solenni which gave the members an opportunity for ad libbing.
cember.
...

Toomey, Britwell
Discuss Corneille

W. Turley Talks
On Fucini's Life

Francis R. Coady of Cambridge,
freshman football star, was elected
president of the class of 1941 in
the elections held yesterday in conjunction with annual Freshman
Day. Coady, a former Cambridge
Latin and Worcester Academy
athlete, was introduced at the
Freshman Dinner last night in the
Senior Assembly Hall and was
presented with the 1941 banner by
John P. Gately, Jr., president of
the Senior Class.
Other successful candidates were
John F. Beatty, vice-president;
Thomas E. Byrnes, secretary; and
John J. McGillicudy, treasurer.
The returns of the election were
announced at dinner by the Rev.
Joseph D. FitzGerald, dean of
Freshman.
Bringing to a close the Freshman Day festivities which also included the Boston College-Boston
University Frosh contest won by
the Eaglets, 14-13, over 300 members of the first-year class and
members of the faculty were present at the dinner last night.
former
Raymond
alumnus, served as toastmaster
and addresses were given by
Very Rev. William J. McGarry,
S.J., president of the college;
'29,
Asst.
Henry
Leen,
M.
United States District Attorney;
Gerald Coughlin, '23, president of
the Boston College Alumni Association; Rev. Raymond R. Sullivan, S.J., of the Jesuit missions at
Jamaica; James J. Byrnes, president of the Great Atlantic and
Pacific Tea Co., New England
Division; Dr. John Harmon, Director of Athletics at Boston University; Gerry Moore, '32, Boston
Globe sports writer. Capt. Tony
DiNatale of the varsity football
team and Coach Ted Dailey of the
Freshman team.

Debates English

Francis V. Sullivan, '38

Social Science
Seminar Opens
The first meeting of the newlyformed Social Science Seminar
was held Tuesday afternoon. The
Seminar will hold meetings biweekly and they will be devoted to
open discussions of social problems of current interest.
It is planned also to have speakers, well versed on social topics
and interested in social work, address the meetings later in the
year.
Officers for the coming year
were elected Tuesday. They are:
Robert Ford, President; Thomas
Cudmore, Vice-President; William
J. Shea, Secretary; and Berhard
J. Finan, Jr., Treasurer. All are
Sophomores. The moderator is the
Rev. Francis J. Cotter, S.J., Professor of Ethics.

Barren Auditorium Surprises
Naive Heights Reporter
By Arthur Cullen, Jr., '40
One day last week, while enjoying those rare and rapturous moments that one experiences in
we instinctively or
"cutting,"
rather conscientiously headed for
the library where we might hide in
shame until the next class began.
But indeed, on arrival the first
floor of the library building was
found to be in utter chaos; terrific
explosions rocking "the very foundation and great billows of dust
issuing from the doors. And as we
stood there in profound amazement, two gigantic specimens of
humanity marched out with approximately twenty feet of our
seating capacity in each hand.
Completely ignoring anyone and
in their maneouvers forcing us to
take refuge on the floor, said
brutes proceeded out on the lawn
with the seats. With school spirit
predominating and our tuition receipt firmly gripped in our hands
we stormed the auditorium, but
alas! What had happened to that
noted sanctuary, for here before
us was a barren wasteland? Suddenly, as if by inspired knowledge,
the realization came home that the
seats were missing and in the same
flash of genius, guided by the
process of elimination, we deduced
that the two individuals who assailed us on entering were the
culprits who had confiscated the
seating facilities.
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Fultonians To Meet
English Debaters

Over 300 Attend the
Annual Freshman
Dinner at College

Highest

Boston University's Terriers are
all steamed up over their chances
of beating Boston College tomorrow at Fenway Park. Time was
when such an attitude would be
laughed down by Eagle followers,
but that time is no more.
When Pat Hanley became kennel-master some four years ago,
he started feeding the meek little
Terrier something akin to bearsteak, judging from the results.
They reached heights, hitherto unknown, a year ago tomorrow,
when they held a Cross-pointing
Eagle to a scoreless deadlock.
With nearly every man who
played in last year's game ready
to start tomorrow, the Terriers
naturally have high hopes of slapping down the supposedly none
too potent Eagles.
Certainly Nechtem, Spivack,
Blasynski, and Famiglietti round
out as sweet a backfleld as any
coach could desire. Nechtem outclassed the Boston College backs
a year ago, passing well and making the longest run of the game.
Spivack calls the signals from his
blocking back position, while Blasynski is a twinkle-toed gentleman
who stands them on their heads
in an open field. Famigletti weighs
close to 200 pounds and the B. U.
boosters expect him to tear
through the Eagle line as he
would through paper.
In the line, Dixon, Bernard,
Aldrich, Miller and a few others
saw action a year ago. Little Maxie
Miller, if you remember, is the
158-pound guard who was in the
Eagle backfield so much last year
that before the afternoon was over
they thought he belonged there.
Walker played a whale of a game
against Villanova, being especially
effective in backing up the line
from his center position.
Now, if the Terrier reserves
were as good as the first team, the
Eagle's chances would indeed be
slim. The B. U. second stringers,
however, would do well to hold
our frosh to three touchdowns. If
any of the keymen are injured
Hanley might just as well throw
in the towel.
In the Villanova game, the Terrier kickers (Dixon ana Nechtem)
and passer (Nechtem) were poorly
protected. The first Wildcat touchdown came when one of the latter's punts was blocked.
As for Mr. Famiglietti crushing
no plunging
the Eagle line
back has accomplished this in the
last two years, and although Med(Continued on Page 4)
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When the first shock had passed,
curiosity again exerted its power
and we began to wonder what
would be the fate of the hall. Was
it to become the training ground
for the recent recruits to the
Marines, had Mr. Dobie taken it
over as a football night school, or
was the auditorium to become the
scene of many an ice battle having been converted into a rink ?
Stalking up to one of the fine
fellows, who at that time was busily engaged in resting, we demanded the meaning of such an
extraordinary procedure to which
he replied with majestic eloquence
that he was removing the seats
and replacing them with ultramodern models.
And so after careful consideration and due deliberation, the
HEIGHTS feels perfectly free to
impart the bit of news to the
student body that the seats which
now embellish St. Mary's Hall are
in the fullest sense of the term,
brand new. This recently acquired
equipment is of the latest type and
is

characterized

by

its

strength

and durability as well as its
marked beauty of design. Constructed chiefly of metal except
for the backs which are cut from
multi-plywood and the combination kneeler and footrest which is
also of wood, the seats provide a
substantial understanding for a
crowd of fellows.

Should Supreme Court
Have Power to Veto
Acts of Congress?
A question that has aroused
much public discussion, and no
little amount of political dissension
in the United States by virtue of
its direct bearing upon our constitution and its interpretation,
will be the topic of discussion
when two representatives of the
Oxford-Cambridge Union Society
meet with the Fulton. The debate
is scheduled to take place on next
Tuesday night at 8 P. M. in John
Hancock Hall, on St. James Avenue, Boston.
Supreme Court Issue
With the major issues and reforms of President Roosevelt's new
deal meeting with the constant rebuffs of the Supreme Court there
has arisen a great deal of discussion as to the advisability of leaving the power to veto acts within
the rights of that body. Consequently, the question, "Resolved,
that the power of the United
States Supreme Court to invalidate Acts of Congress is an Anachronism," will be of vital interest
to all who are interested in the
present set-up of American government.
The Pulton team will be composed of Francis E. T. Sullivan,
'38, and Henry F. Lyons, '39. They
will uphold the affirmative side of
the question and James A. Brown
and Ronald V. Gibson will defend
the negative side for the OxfordCambridge society.
Sullivan, Lyons Prominent
Francis E. T. Sullivan is a
inent member of the Senior class.
He has won the Gargan medal,
and was president of the Marquette Debating Society in 1935
and 1936. During his Marquette
season he travelled to New York
for the Society and met with extensive success in debates with
Fordham and Manhattan. Last year
he debated in New York against
New Rochelle, and was a member of the team that won the intersectional cup in Rhode Island. He
is head cheer leader, and he is
also very active in Sodality work,
being the chairman of the social
affairs committee, and a member
of a speaking team.
Henry F. Lyons, who is a junior,
has been an honor student during
his two years at the college. He
is also a member of a Sodality
lecture team. Last year, with the
Marquette team, he travelled to
New York, Washington, and Philadelphia and engaged in debates
with Fordham, Manhattan, Georgetown and Saint Joseph College.

Band Adds Color
To Frosh Game
The presence of the College
Band at the B. U. game yesterday marked the second time this
season that our musicians have
played at a Freshman game.
Busied with preparations for the
coming varsity games, the boys
were unable to present letter formations. However, they did provide the music, and after all, that
is the chief purpose of a band.
The B. U. and Holy Cross varsity
games will be the final appearances of the band. Immediately
thereafter most of the brass section and woodwinds will be assimilated in the rapidly-forming orchestra.
Rev. Edward T. Douglas, S.J.,
faculty director of the musical
clubs, reports that players of
string instruments are still badly
needed by the orchestra and urges
the student body to cooperate.
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TABLOID
By Robert D. Callahan '38

Editor

Robert D. Callahan, '38

We are convinced that Boston
College is the most ill-starred footit
ball team in the country.
was bad enough to have rain, torrents of rain, wash out another
good gate, but just why does Mr.
Injury Jinx persist in throwing the
wrench into our grid machine just
as it begins to assert its real
. . The injury to Capt.
power '.
Tony DiNatale is an irreparable
one, coming on* the eve of the B. U.
game and it is small wonder that
Father Frank Sullivan and John
Curley are becoming gray-haired
prematurely. . . . Mr. Dobie has
no room for new gray hairs and
neither would you if you were in
the coaching profession for 37
years.
...
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Fulton Marches On
might well say that Fulton Debating Society and Boston College are synonymous terms. For years now the
reputation for
Fulton has been spreading near and far the
to
do
with Boston
so
much
has
had
oratory
that
excellence in
community
of
the
eyes
in
the
College's marvelous advance
our
and the state. And for we Boston College men to voice
only
is
field,
leads
the
society
that
iust pride in a debating
that is ours to spread
opportunity
of
the
advantage
take
to
our Alma Mater's reputation.
at
This year the Fulton is striding nobly ahead, andhas
year
the
present we might say that its program for
great promise. Already two innovations have been announced
book, comin the form of a Fulton library and a Fulton year Each innomemorating the 75th anniversary of the college.
vation is welcome, and each can be classed as progress.
The Fulton Library is by no means a pretentious structure and yet it symbolizes an idea that has great promise.
At the completion of the year it should embrace an excellent
collection of materials and bibliographies on timely economic
and political subjects. It's new, and it's somethmg worth
trying.
And as for the year book, that is intended to show the
progress of Fulton since its inception even to the present day.
It will certainly be interesting to note how many former
Fultonians have perfected their oratorical art, how many
have become well known in political and business circles, and
how many of those chosen few whose names are inscribed
on the walls of the Fulton Chamber have brought to fruition
the ability which put their names there.

?T?

Our downtown friends at B. U.
become very presumptuous when
they voice hopes of a victory tomorrow. .
Last year's 0-0
tie was one of those mistakes
that happen once in a while and
the Terriers shouldn't let their
imagination
run
away from
. Sure, Mr. Nechten is
them.
quite a boy, but so isn't Mr.
And you, too, may
Guinea. .
have your moments. . . . No
rally tonight but a big victory
celebration tomorrow night at
the Brunswick with Brother Forristall doing the honors.

WE

.

.

the Catholic Poetry Society met at Boston College
two weeks ago with the purpose of honoring Francis
Thompson as a great Catholic poet, and of honoring Boston
College as the possessor of the greatest collection of this
famous poet's works, a Thompson workshop, to which scholars will come from far and near, was opened for public exhibition.
The value of this collection, and workshop can hardly be
over-emphasized, and likewise, it would be difficult to exagerate the amount of time and effort expended by Father
Terence L. Connolly, S.J., in raising the funds to purchase
a prize that few members of our student body evaluated correctly. The collection now belongs to Boston College, and
because it does, the spotlight of the world of Catholic poetry
plays upon our towers. In the field of the arts, this prize will
probably lend more to the prestige of our college than any
other acquisition we have yet made.
Such a precious acquisition as this, recognized as valuable by the Boston Poetry Society, and a centre of attraction
for over six hundred poetry lovers who came to the library
to see it placed on exhibition, should inspire every student in
the college with an intense interest in Thompson and the collection, with an ardent desire to learn more about both. And
yet, the interest of the Boston College student body up to the
present time at least, has been negligible. This seeming lack
of interest is all the less understandable when we reason that,
as students of Boston College we should all have a desire
within us to know about Thompson's works, even if our only
motive is to know something more about another part of
Boston College.
We have heard much about the spirit that should pervade the college man, the love which he should have for his
Alma Mater; much has been said of the spirit that should
be evidenced on the gridiron. And in line with that it might
be well for us to remember that in a college of arts, the spirit
of the college that pervades the students should apply to the
arts as well as the sports of any other aspect of college life.
As educated men we should at least appreciate the arts,
even if we cannot be artistic ourselves. We should see the
collection, and find out all about it in order that we may pass
on that information to others who will appreciate it much
more than ourselves. History will probably record Thompson
as one of the world's greatest poets?and it certainly is not
the part of an educated college man, especially one with a
bachelor of arts degree, to be ignorant of his style and works.
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The professor was just beginning to lose his patience as one
student after another parried:
"What is the question, Father?",
clearly indicating a flagrant lack
of attention. In desperation, he
fairly shouted to the assistant professor at the rear of the lecture
hall, "You can hear me, can't
"What
say,
you?"
did you
Father?" came the reply, and the
distressed professor laughed too.
T
?

?

Place your subscription orders
now for the special 12-page
Thanksgiving issue of the
HEIGHTS which will appear
Wednesday if Mickey Oldmixon
keeps away from Mr. Healey's
place. . . There should be no
need of advising B. C. rooters
not to bother the B. U. boys at
their mass rally at the Arena
tonight. . . Let them do the
shouting tonight, we'll do ours
.

tomorrow.

Collegiate
Merry-Go-Round
By Phil Marco, '38
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By Tom Gately '38

After luxing the cute Terrier,
manicuring his toe-nails, and dolling him up with flaming ribbon,
the Boylston Street Co's with their
Eds propose to send this pretty
pooch in search of the Golden
They
Eagle. Such nonsense. . .
might as well sic him on a badminton bird. . . . For worthwhile
diversion the B U's should try the
after-game dance in the Brunswick. . . . It's really in their front
yard and has purposely been postponed till Saturday night in order
that the intowners may forget
their sorrows of the afternoon. . . .
There they can meet all the nice
B. C. boys, see first hand what real
spirit is, and enjoy the smooth
rhythm
of Frankie Murdock's
music. .
. Al Kelliher, chairman,
announces that the proceeds will
be used to straighten out a little
difficulty with the Baltimore Musicians Union .
. Something about
expenses to Maryland and return.
For $1.50 you can dance to
.
your heart-beat's content and if
you catch Joe Dwyer in an amiable mood he will introduce you
to the most charming bit of femininity this side of any footlights.
Too great commendation cannot
be given to Frank Toomey for his
efforts on the after-Holy Cross
affair. Allan Curtis' music, the
smartest college band in New England, playing in the Imperial ballroom of the Statler, insures unequalled gaiety and success as
well as much needed support for
the '38 Sub Turri.
On Thanksgiving Eve the Philomathians will convene for dancing at the Chalet. Music by Jason
Tobias of Fox and Hounds fame.
Members and escorts only. Formal.
From George Lee of the Lowell
B. C. Club comes notice of a PreCross game informal at the Mt.
Pleasant Country Club on Thanksgiving night. If these boys live up
to the standard they established
last spring, this should be a real
smart affair. Door prize of two
tickets to the big game. Tom McNamara, '38, in charge of tickets
and deserves a goodly representation from the College. 1.50 per
.

.
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A play on words donated by The
North
Carolina Daily Tar Heel:
John Donahue Moynihan of LowSuppose
Mussolini,
Lindbergh,
ell, previously mentioned in these
columns, finds time heavy on his Mrs. Simpson and Mrs. Roosevelt
were all seated at a card table.
hands since the Laurier Club
Mussolini draws the deuce; Mrs.
. Boston's smilburned down.
the king; Lindbergh, the
Simpson,
ing new Mayor-elect, Maurice J.
Tobin, once attended the B. C. Ex- ace; what would Mrs. Roosevelt
tension School . . . which gives do?
him something in common with a
Note for chronic class cutters:
number of undergraduates who
The
students at a California colhave also spent time in that department of the college. . . The lege have a "Skip Day" which is
high price of meat is most distress- nothing more or less but a coning. . . . Time was when a person science salve. On this day students
could have all the roast beef sand- are advised to forget their inhibi- couple.
wiches he wanted by rummaging tions and cut class.
s|c
sie
through the various lunch boxes
$
left in the HEIGHTS office.
Horace is still a favorite among
Best we could do yesterday after
Inquiring Reporter
college versifiers and the one who
six tries was a crabmeat sandan
epic
wrote the following made
. Tom True's mother still
By John F. Myer, '38
wich. .
out of a sonnet:
good
cake,
however,
bakes
and
Pueribus kissibus
that is encouraging.
Sweeta girlorum;
?T?
Girlibus likibus,
In the event that the United
somorum.
Wanta
President Walters of the UniStates should be suddenly involved
in war in a foreign country, would
versity of Cincinnati, went out
girlibus
Pateribus
the
of his way to compliment
you enlist ?
Enter parlorum;
Reverend Dean at the convention
George Lyons, '39 ?No. I would
Kickum pueribus
of the American Association of
not enlist because primarily I am
Exit duorum.
Universities at Brown last week
against war. Secondly, from a
on the high type of men who
mercenary point of view, if i
Nightibus darkibus,
comprise the Boston College
should be fortunate to return, I
Nonus lamporum;
football team. He revealed to
would not be as well off as if 1
Jumpibus fencibus,
Father Maxwell that he traveled
had waited for the draft.
Pantibus torum.
on the same train as the Eagles
Joseph Kreas, '41?Yes. I believe
enroute to Maryland and deit is every citizen's duty to defend
clared he was deeply impressed by
A clipping from an old English his country.
their order and behavior.
newspaper reports the following
William H. Dowd, '41?It all de?T?
incident:
pends on the conditions. If the war
"James McNeil Whistler and
was unavoidable, I certainly would
George McCormack collected a
Oscar Wilde were seen yesterday
little bet on the Western Maryland
enlist. But if, as in the case of the
game and now his prize race horse, at Brighton, talking as usual World War, the entrance of the
United States is unnecessary and
"Bickering," is back on a diet of about themselves."
Whistler sent the paragraph tc
grain and hay after devouring
unjustified and merely incited by
note saying, "I wish
Wilde
with
a
at
shrubbery
most of the lawn and
the greedy munitions manufacturthe McCormack home in Medford. these reporters would be accurate; ers and international capitalists, I
George, incidentally, is still if you remember, Oscar, we were would steadfastly refuse to go.
dickering for a customer to take talking about me."
I
Tom McFarland, '38 ?Yes,
Wilde sent him a telegram saythe steed off his hands before
would enlist. If I didn't, they
ing, "It is true, we were talking
. Those three hilariChristmas.
me in the draft anythinking would get
ous tumblers, Herb Chernack, about you, but I was
figure
I
I'd be a top sergeant
howr.
Louis DePass and Everett Noonan, about myself."
by that time.
are practicing faithfully and promJoe McCarthy, '39 ?If "Cappy"
ise many new stunts for the Holy
Of all the football players you Bryan would enlist, I'd go along
Cross game. . . Master Cher- know by name that have played or just to watch him.
nack, who was the efficient cause are playing on the Fighting Irish
Dave Kimball, '38?Yes. It is
in giving B. C. fans something to elevens?we dare you to name two cheaper for the government to suplaugh about between the halves, professors at Notre Dame ?No. 1 port me as a soldier than as a
has gained no little reputation as is Lunn; No. 2 is ? ??
PWA worker.
a master of the art of tumbling
Henry Dean, '38?Patriotism is
and is currently teaching the
the keynote of my character. I'd
chorus at Levaggi's some new
La Salle College of Philadelphia certainly enlist.
steps. . . . He hopes to introduce also celebrates its Diamond Jubilee
Eugene Philippe Soles, '38
a football dance, modeled after his this school year.
War? I'm fighting a war every
own fancy capers, with a pigskin
Which brings this thought in day of my life. A war against
thrown in, of course.
mind: What value, other than out- Utilitarianism, Communism, Neoof-dateness, will the stuff we print Darwinism, Fascism and HylmorT
Frank Cuddy, vice-president now be to editors looking through phism. Now get out of here with
of Junior, has been buying a lot
the files twenty-five years hence? your foolish questions!
.
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Thompsoniana

of unnecessary chinaware in
Woolworth's of late. .
Those
salesgirls have a way, don't
they? . . . Those little white
attendance slips mean something
to Joe Boyle of Senior B. . . .
He's been beedle of his class for
four years and only regrets he
can't serve a fifth term. . . . The
Middlesex Marching and Chowder Society, of which we are
past grand sachem, will hold its
fourth annual Christmas Social
. Ed Hines of
December 20.
Senior is chairman-at-large and
will distribute the tickets next
week.
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By William A. McCormack
The Government of the United

States, as one of several nations,

has been subjected to the veiled
attacks of subversive forces. Some
of these nations have warded them
off while the others have toppled
and fallen under the weight of
their assaults. The United States
will, unless preventative measures
are taken in the very near future,
be forced to meet a national crisis
from which nothing but sorrow,
unhappiness, and maybe bloodshed,
will materialize. Communism, with
its insidious operations, has gradually been approved and advocated
by a sufficient number of UnAmerican, and athetistic citizens
to summon the attention of highminded, intelligent and patriotic
Americans; Communism, through
public demonstrations and cheap
propaganda, has increased its popularity among the ignorant, continually seeking to break the
morale of public spirited citizens.
To be exacting in determining the
progress of the Communists, they
have gained control of numerous
public organizations without openly declaring their beliefs and these
have been the means to spread
their doctrines and their influence.
Ironically enough, they are using
those rights under our form of
Government to fight for a Cause
which positively will eliminate
such rights.
Since the various original States
in America were smoothly maneuvered into a democratic country,
we have been the fore-runners of
truly remarkable progress; we
have, as a Nation, gained the respect of every other ruling power
in the world; we have been the
greatest contributor to modern
civilization; we, as a proven government, have been the envy of
our neighboring countries . . . and
yet, we are permitting ourselves to
be threatened by radical forces
originating in a foreign nation
which is still years behind us in
civilized progress.
To what advantage would it be
to American citizens to change an
established form of Government
for one that has proven itself inferior as well as in violation of
man's inalienable rights of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness? To what advantage would
it be to a nation to place itself
in a prospective category where it
would only be a sectional part of
international control ? We might
ask ourselves many such questions
and find no favorable answers in
the support of Communism or of
any of the other "isms." We have
a Constitution representing the
people of this Nation, and, if at
any time the people feel that this
document is inadequate for their
demands, they enjoy the privilege
of amending it to their needs and
to their likeness. For what more
could we ask ? Certainly Communism is not representative.
What could we do to remedy our
conditions if we were under Soviet
control? We have had depressions
before; we will have them again.
If we, at any time, feel that it is
because we haven't the best to
represent our interests, we can
easily change
that
situation
through the medium of our vote.
Communism can offer us no better
opportunities than what we already enjoy. Let us wqigh the
matter carefully and let us preserve Americanism; let us prevent
the "tides of paganism" from
flooding our country and washing
away those ideals which are an
essential part of our civic life; let
us not delay any longer in fighting
this Godless political scourge!

Duke

university

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year.
These may be taken consecutively ( graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are
intelligence, character and at least two
years of college work, including the
subjects specified for Grade A medical
Catalogues and application
schools.
forms may be obtained from the Dean.

Student Counsellor
Urges Questions
At the base of Our Lady's
Statue iu the Student Counsellor's outside office, there is a
Question Box. It has been
placed there for the convenience
of those students who have
been bitten with the "whathow-and-why" bug. Questions
arise in a fellow's life that he
may not care to ask of his own
professor or another on the
campus. Or perhaps it is a matter of time that prevents him
from putting the question and
getting it answered. It's for
such as these or any others who
may want to make use of it
that the Question Box has come
into existence. The questions
should be handed in anonymously unless the student prefers to sign them. Those of general interest and value will be
answered in the Question Box
section of The King's Herald.
Only one question is tabooed
"What are the questions on our
next exam?"
?

Philosophy Group

Has Final Elections

Final election of officers and a
change in the day of the weekly
meetings from Tuesdays to Thursdays featured the meeting of the
Aquinas Academy, Tuesday, November 16.
Joseph Mullins, '38, and John
Broadhurst, '38, were elected vicepresident and secretary-treasurer
respectively, to assist William Taylor, '38, the president of the society, who was elected last spring.
Mullins takes the place of Arthur
Cox, who also was elected last
spring but failed to return to college this fall.
The change in the day of the
weekly meetings was effected in
order that they might not conflict
with the meetings of the Fulton
Debating Sociey, held on Tuesdays.
Many members of the Fulton have
expressed their desire to join the
Aquinas Academy, and vice versa.
This change of date will enable
such students to be members of
both societies without conflict.
At the next meeting, the first
to be held on he Thursday date,
the president of the Academy, William Taylor, will deliver a special
treatise on St. Thomas Aquinas
as discussed by G. K. Chesterton
in his book on the great saint.
Taylor plans to treat of the life
of St. Thomas, who, born of royal
blood, gave up worldly riches to
become the greatest philosopher
the world has ever known.
Besides Chesterton's work the
Academy plans to read and discuss such philosophical treatises
as, "Introduction to Logic," by
Jacques Maritain, "Religion and
the Modern State," by Christopher
Dawson, "Church and War," by
Franzishis Stootman, and others
of equal interest.
The Aquinas Academy is probably the best of extra-curricular
activities for it provides extra
study on the most important study
of our college course.
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Catalogue Adelman Collection Discuss Issue
Of Thompson for First Time In Far East

Doyle and Madden
Win Debate Held at
Marquette Meeting

By Paul R. Sullivan
A catalogue was published re-

cently by Rev. Terence L. Connolly, S.J. But oddly enough, it
does not present a mere dry com-

pilation of facts; it reads like a
novel. And the story has two main
characters: one, the poet Thompson, the other, one of the poet's
greatest admirers, Seymour Adelman who has made Thompson immortal by tirelessly collecting his
works.
Seymour Adelman tells his own
most interesting story in a personable preface he has written for
the catalogue. He reveals how
blissfully ignorant he was of the
work cut out for himself when
he decided to collect Thompson.
"For," he writes, "it seems that I
had chosen, of all the English poets
of our time, the very one whose
manuscripts and letters were hardest to find. Not only that. I was
to learn that his autograph is one
of the most elusive in the entire
range of modern English literature."
And again, in unbounded enthusiasm when he finally did acquire
some manuscripts, he relates: "My
hands shook so terrifically that I
had trouble untying the string."
But this much gives only a hint of
the rest of the story.
Life of Thompson
The interest of this catalogue
does not end here, however. It has
the story of Francis Thompson to
tell. The poet's story is revealed
in annotations to the listing of his
numerous
manuscripts,
letters,
marginal notes, and publications.
Following along these notations
of Father Connolly, we can know
Thompson from his schoolboy days
at Ushaw College up to and
through maturity. Of his college
notebook we read: "Its horsemen
with their pencilled mustaches
and beards reveal Thompson in a
moment of school-boy humor."
And this any one of you can see
any day in the Library, the first
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The Marquette Debating Society
members voted overwhelmingly in
favor of a "hands off" policy in regards to the Sino-Japanese war,
Tuesday. The question as debated,
was, "Resolved, that the United
States should assist the foreign
powers in preventing war in the
Orient."
The affirmative, to whom the
decision was awarded, was upheld
by Mr. John Doyle, '40, and Mr.
John Madden, '41, while the negative was defended by Mr. John
Coffey, '40, and Mr. John Milbury,
'41.
The negative cited Washington's
Farewell Address, and the Monroe
Doctrine as reasons for our remaining out of foreign difficulties.
The speakers also pointed out that
there were but two plans open:
either arbitration, or, if that failed,
coercion. However, in the past,
arbitration usually has failed, and
would undoubtedly do so again in
the present situation. Therefore,
the only remaining solution would
be coercion, they concluded. As in
all matters of this sort, the United
States would be sure to get the
worst end of he bargain. Furthermore, stated Mr. Milbury, "The
United States is in no condition
to enter any war whatever. If we
must help anyone, let it be our
own countrymen to whom we owe
help."
Uphold Boycott
The affirmative proceeded to
show the uselessness of both sanctions and neutrality. A boycott,
they maintained, was the only sure
way in which to attain a successful settlement. And to be effective,
the United States must take part,
for it is to her that the entire
world looks for leadership. In the
present state, all nations should
strive to end the conflict. "For
war as a disease," said Mr. Doyle,
"must be isolated from other countries; not other countries from
war."
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article in the exhibition case of
the main reading room. It makes
all this very intimate.
The very vital character of this
mystic, we find in such notes on
his later life as: "a little peppery,"
"a fit of temper," "gracious acknowledgement of an unintended
plagarism," and "a master of gentle irony and wisdom." While of
one of his letters is recorded: "In
it he comments with tragic humor
upon the doctor's warning that his
rheumatic fever is liable to react
upon his heart."
It may be seen from what little
has been brought out how a catalogue (of all things!) gives an
account of two men. We would not
say it was a unique book, but it is
one which will absorb one's attention upon a perusal.
Expresses Appreciation
In the introduction of the catalogue Fr. Connolly expresses his
appreciation "for the privilege of
studying the poet as he reveals
himself in these intimate sources
to the generosity of our benefactors, to the devotion of Mr.
Seymour Adelman, to the measureless kindness of Mr. Wilfrid Meynell and to the prayers of the poet's
sister, Sister Mary Austin."
And besides, he states that the
chief reason why Boston College
is proud to possess such a rare
collection of Thompsoniana is that
"The appeal of Thompson's work
is not merely one of aesthetic delight. It has a peculiar power to
expand and uplift the soul and
draw it nearer to God." "The
Hound of Heaven" alone has
played a part in numberless conversions among men and women
of letters.
The exhibition in conjunction
with which the catalogue has been
edited is growing day by day. Only
last week Sister Mary Austin sent
to the College another book which
her brother "had given her. The
valuable contributions arriving so
constantly promise to make the
collection an even greater and
more admirable acquisition for
Boston College.
/,.
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FOR SALE
An excellent raccoon coat. To
be sold at a ridiculously low
low price.
For further information see
Robert D. Power, '38.
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Eaglets Come From Behind To Defeat Terriers
Terrier Game
No Longer
A Breather

Cinder
Dust
By George A. MacCormack, '38
The largest of the recently inaugurated bi-monthly track meets
is scheduled to be run off this
afternoon as the autumn conditioning period closes. Amongst other
events, there will be a scratch
three-lap run, a quarter handicap
for varsity men, a Frosh scratch
quarter, while a hurdle race and
broad jump round out the field
events.
*

*

*

*

The three-quarter-mile race, a
scratch affair, promises to be perhaps the most closely contested
setto of the lot. Eustace Scannell,
Ray Underwood, Jerry Doyle, John
Cronin, Bob Roche, Frank Hegarty and John Powers lead the
flock over the long route.
*

*

*

*

Scannell and Underwood are
primed for the distance as both
raced through a trial last Friday
with the Hyde Park Senior flashing
home a stride ahead of Winchester's Ray.
John Cronin turned in a 1:27.4
"600" Tuesday to indicate superlative shape over the middle distance. The Arlington Junior, one
of the most consistent men of the
team, is virtually assured of a
spot on the two-mile quartet in
the winter campaign.
*

*

*

The quarter-mile handicap will
have Captain Gill, as usual, on
scratch with the rest of the field
spread out. Bob Lloyd, Paul Banks,
Johnny Flynn, and Bill Ford will
endeavor to stem the red-thatched
hurricane.

By James M. Kean, '40

A few years ago the B. C.-B. U.
annual clash was a "breather" for
the Eagles before they tackled
Holy Cross. But comparative scores
of recent years show that the
game is no longer so easy for the
Gold and Maroon, but a hard
fought struggle between two powerful teams.
"Pat" Hanley has infused a
fighting spirit in his players and
under his guidance they have
learned the rudiments quickly.
Moreover, this is B. U.'s last game,
and there is no doubt that they
can and do point to the TerrierEagle clash. The Gold and Maroon
squad, on the other hand, has to
keep in view their objective clash
with Holy Cross.
B. C. must guard against injuries
which may be sustained in this
game. Two years ago four leading
backs were injured in the B. U.
game and unable to play against
the Crusaders the following week.

*****

*

Lukachik's Toe
Wins Victory
For Frosh

1920
1921

B. C.
34
13

B. U.
0
6

1922
1925
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

20
51
27
33
47
18
21
25
10
25
0

6
7
7
0
7
0
6
0
0
6
0

Hockey Team Begins Third
Week Of Practise At Arena
Ignored by a football-minded'
student body, the Boston College
hockey team swings into its third
week of practice tonight. With his
squad cut to a workable figure,
Coach Kelly is now engaged in
molding the high-class veteran material at his disposal into a smoothclicking sextet that can successfully defend the league title, captured last year.
Even though the football contingent has not yet put in its appearance, the team appears powerful. In what might be called his
first line, Kelly is using Captain
Joe Hartigan as center and Bud
Davis and Tom Sharkey as the
wings.

i ?(

)

Working in the same combination are Joe Powers and Jerry
O'Callahan on defense and Marty
Roscio in the goal. Marty, who
played a year of hockey at St.
Anslem's, is anticipating his third
year of varsity competition.
The second combination finds
Frank Lowry pivoting for two
sophomores, John Leonard and
Ralph Doherty. Jim Casey and
George Sawicki are on defense and
Roy Coyne is in the goal. The
third line has Bill Prior flanked
by Ed Toomey and George Norberg. George Fallon is the utility
defenseman and Paul Moore is in
the thick of the fight for goal.
Such is the aggregation that has
been frequently skirmishing with
the fast Boston Olympic club at
the Arena with some degree of
success. Hartigan, in particular,
has shown flashes of a brilliance
that promises to blind Boston College opposition this season. At
least once in every one of these
skirmishes, Joe has dented the
draperies.

B. U. Game
(Continued from Page 1)

hits hard, if the Villanova frontier stopped him, so
can the Heightsmen.
And who said that this Boston
College team is weak? Riddled by
injuries throughout the season,
they still managed to outgain every
team they played.
The line is back at lull strength
and should be able to turn back
anything that B. U. can throw at
them. Many good backs are on the
injured list, but coach Dobie can
field a quartet that will pass
muster.
More important still is the mental attitude of the team. There is
no locker room talk of Holy Cross.
ford Gary

THE
RIGHT
CROWD

....

the

right atmosphere and the

Howard lux and 1 ails
because they tell their own tales of
genuine smartness in correct evening
attire. Whether it is a single breasted
or double breasted Tuxedo or a
formal Full Dress you prefer
you
can rely on the Howard garment you
buy to conform to all convention and
good taste. Luxuriously trimmed with
lustrous satin or rich, dull grosgrain.
..
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SUPPER DANCING
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B. C. H. C
VICTORY
DANCE

Driving down the field on a sustained march of 50 yards midway
through the third period, a powerful
Boston College Freshman
eleven came from behind to defeat
a surprisingly strong Boston University yearling club 14-13, thereby keeping their unblemished record intact before a Freshman Day
gathering of 9,000 here at Alumni
Field yesterday afternoon.
Eaglets Score
In the first period, soon after
Strumski of the Eaglets nad kicked
off to Clark of B. U. down on the
B. U. 8-yard line, Sederas attempted to kick out of danger but his
punt was blocked by Lukachik on
the B. U. 12-yard line and his
running mate, Strumski, recovered
the ball in the Boston University
end zone to give the Freshmen
their first score of the game. Lukachik converted the point after
touchdown to put the Eaglets out
front by the score of 7-0.
Again in this same period, the
Daileymen drove down the field
from their own 35-yard line only
to lose the ball on downs on the
B. U. 18, when the Terrier line
stiffened and forced the Eaglets
to attempt an end zone pass which
just missed completion.
Long Pass Scores For B. U.
In the second period, a new team
took the field for Boston, and after
an exchange of kicks B. U. had
possession of the ball on the B. C.
45-yard line. Here a holding penalty set the Boston College team
back to their own 30-yard line.
After two line plays had failed,
McDonald, Terrier fullback, threw
a long arching pass from the B. C.
35-yard line to Barry, the B. U.
end who caught the ball on the
goal line and stepped into the end
zone for a Boston University score.
Sederas pumped the ball through
the goal posts to tie the score at
7-7. There was no further scoring
in this period and the half ended
with both teams tied at 7-7.
B. U. Gains Lead
In the third period Strumski of
the Eaglets kicked off to McDonald on the Boston University 15yard line. On the first play of the
period, Clark, Terrier halfback,
carried the ball off tackle, out-ran
the B. C. secondary and raced 85
yards for a touchdown to put the
intowners out front 13-7. Sederas'
attempt to convert the point after
was unsuccessful and the score remained the same.
Lukachik's Toe Wins Again
Behind for the first time in the
game, the Freshmen raged back
after receiving the next kick-off.
With Coady and Zabilski carrying
the ball, the Daileymen pushed
down to the B. U. 15 where the
intowners' line again held for
downs and Sederas kicked out to
his own 45. Three line smashes
gave the Frosh a first down on the
Pups' 30 and then Coady went
through tackle to the 14. Toczylowski hit the same spot and moved
forward to the 7-yard line. Zabilski
on the next play gave the Heightsmen a first down on the 3 and then
Coady drove through center for a
touchdown to tie the score again.
Lukachik added the point after
touchdown to send the Eaglets out
front 14-13.

Saturday

THE

STATLER

Allan Curtis 9 Band
HOTEL STATLER
Dancing?8
Subscription

until 12
?

$2.50

Official Unjustified
The unfortunate incident in
yesterday's clash between the
B. C. and B. U. freshmen was
the banishment of Lou Montgomery. There is nothing in the
rule book to cover such an action, and the players, coaches
and fans were right in voicing
their disapproval. According to
Coach Dailey, "It was a beautiful block." Forget about it, Lou,
and keep your chin up. Everyone is rooting for you all the
time.
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Boston University Varsity Eleven

Thru the Eagle's Eye
By

JIM

5

CASEY

3lr. Dobie's

grid team

powerful
on the bandwagon,
heights. Coming
new
surge
STELL
to
continues its late season
with
two
defeats and a
half of the schedule

out of the first
tie against them, the B. C. eleven was expected to find the
going unusually tough against Kentucky, B. U., and Holy
Cross. But gathering together their shattered forces, the
Boston College students and footballers, aided by the
strategy of the old master from Minnesota '04, have started
once again on the victory trail with a prospectus of wins
over the Terriers and the Crusaders. The two barriers still
stand. The Dobie machine is rolling. One force will have to
yield. Too bad Boston University and Holy Cross, you had
great years.
BOSTON TERRIERS YELPING AGAIN
Year upon year until you get back beyond the turn of
the century, B. U. football teams have looked and searched
and played all in vain for a victory over Boston College. One
point will satisfy their eager lust. The nearest they have
Intown Terrier team has primed themselves for tomorrow's battle and is ready to shoot everycome is last year's unexpected scoreless tie in which many thingThe
at
Boston
College. They want a revengeful victory for the defeat of their freshman club. Here they
conceded the Terriers a moral victory. This year will be the are, eleven strong!
last for many of the intowners who started in the intercollegiate grid wars with the advent of Mr. Hanley at B. U.
For four years, even as freshmen, they have watched the
colors of Boston College float high above, and they have been
unable to disturb them. It's their last chance. It's worth trying for, so watch out lads.
Sol Nechtem, the boy who won fame as a basketball
The grandstand roof of Fenway* \u25a0the labor to preserve their capitalstart with Chelsea High's Red Devils, is slated to carry most Park
offered some protection to ization was by no means insignifishifty
deadly
and
running
power
with his
of the offensive
3500 stalwart fans as B. C. con- cant. The visiting captain, "Smoky
year's
with
upsetting
last
team
Holy Cross edged Brown Saturpassing. Sol came close to
tinued its November rally with a Joe" Hagan blocked a Jiwy punt
one of his long aerials.
in the mud and rain by the
day
powerful surge over a stubborn on B. C.'s 36-yard stripe. Davis
Captain Spivack is ready to open wide the bag of tricks University of Kentucky team in a gave an exhibition of sprinting narrow margin of a single touchthat has been securely protected from theft all fall. Villanova sea of mud for a 13-0 score.
which culminated in a first down down early in the first quarter',
didn't see all the reverses, spinners and forwards that there
With the turf just disappearing on the Boston 8. After unsuccessful when Bullet Bill Osmanski ran
was to see. They all weren't unleashed against the holiday from sight and a corrugated lake thrusts on the ground, Davis tossed twenty yards for a score, three
of murky ripples breaking the sur- a pass that snuggled in the welrival. And was Pat Hanley mad, oh boy!
plays after the blocking of a
face,
a 36-yard drive accounted come arms of Leo Logue who stood
KENTUCKY CAME AND SAW
for the first period tally, and a out like a demon on the B. C. Brown punt by Bill Histen, CruBack in their old Kentucky homes, the Wildcats are 70-yard march through an expanse defense all afternoon. A Boston sader left end. This first quarter
doubting the well-known dictum of Mr. Julius Caesar when of ooze bounded by four little red College fumble was recovered on
had a distinctly
tinge, but
they came, saw, but did not conquer. At least it was educa- flags and twin "H's" at either end, the Eagle 21, and Davis leaped it was a muddyPurple
Brown for the
tional; for many it was their first visit to historic Boston. in the gathering gloom of the to the fray once more. This drive other three. The Bruins, slaughtThe festival of the mud was the sum total of last week's fourth quarter increased the mar- which had the home supporters on ered by Dartmouth, Harvard, and
proceedings. The canvas coverings keep the field fine for gin of victory. Staving off three edge was ended with a pass in- Yale, and victors over Columbia,
a few minutes. But something must have got into the drain. assaults by heroic goal-line stands completed in the end zone and the outrushed the Crusaders 10 first
in the interim, the Eagles won the Eagles took the ball over on downs to 3. All the
Holy Cross
The breakers threatened to roll right over B. C.'s bench of right
of a glorious conquest.
their 20. One other assault was first downs were
made in the first
reserves. But Coach Gil, foreseeing all this, handed out all
squelched by the aggressiveness of half, not even one being
Jivelikian Scores
hammered
the safety equipment and rushed nearly the whole squad into Tony DiNatale
by
struck
an of- the Maroon and Gold forward wall out in the second half.
the game.
fensive blocker twisted his ankle which stopped Davis as he carIn the second quarter Holy
Bob Davis, with his reputation as a mudder, failed where and was carried from the field in ried twice in an attempt to tally. Cross
a perfect scoring chance
Farkas and Berlinski succeeded. His thrusts through the the opening minutes of play to Logue, Worowicz, Janusas, Rear- handedhad
to them when Hall fumbled
Eagle frontier and his air bombs into the secondary were not join the appalling list of casualties. don, Schwortger, Connolly and Mc- on the Brown 11-yard line and
enough. Thrice they threatened but the defense held. A real However, one of his kicks, special Fadden were the real heroes of the Turner recovered. Osmanski made
game for this great line played
good back is the southern boy, but hardly an AU-American. job number 67, pushed the Wild- practically
two yards. There was no gain on
the entire battle in the
the next play, then a 2-yard adCongratulations to the students and loyal graduates and cats so far back on their tawny mire.
that they could not
vance. On fourth down a lateral
followers of Boston College for braving the elements once haunches
escape the talons of the screaming
Roger Battles
in his sec- pass Cahill to Osmanski lost a
again and coming out to watch the Heightsmen take on in- Eagle before a score was pushed ond game this playing
year suffered a yard, and Brown took the ball on
tersectional rivals.
across.
fractured left leg. He had just downs. Thereafter
the Cross never
The disheartening factor in last week's fine win was the
Simpson, the Kentucky kicker, replaced Charlie McCarthy at full- threatened seriously,
although
revival of the injury jinx which has followed our eleven con- got off a freak boot that travelled back who wrenched his ankle and three more Brown punts
were
stantly all year. Captain DiNatale's badly twisted ankle will but six yards and the Dobie boys had to be carried from the field blocked by Histen and O'Melia,
on
keep him on the sidelines tomorrow. The fractured leg suf- took full advantage of their oppor- when he was injured. With Di- none of which the Crusaders were
fered by Roger Battles, the former English High star, was tunity to wallow into pay dirt Natale out of the B. U. fray and able to capitalize. The Brown line
within ten plays. Pete Cignette McCarthy likewise confined to the smothered
the severest and most unfortunate crackup of the season. ploughed
the Cross backs for the
center for a sidelines, the other injuries do not rest of the
afternoon, and Cahill
Too bad Roger, Charlie McCarthy seems to be sidelined by total of 29through
yards, but it was Ira appear so serious.
attempted no passes, due to the
his leg injury.
Jivelikian who sidled through the
hazardous conditions and the nePASSES IN THE END-ZONE
right tackle to score on fourth
cessity of protecting that slim
STAYS
INJURY JINX
Hop Riopel must have played his freshman club up there down.
lead. During the third period the
WITH B. C. ELEVEN
in Worcester under wraps all season. They had a real fine
Kentucky Threatens
Bruins held the Cross close to
team with plenty of replacements. There was a lot of good,
To offset this sudden attack, the
Gil Dobie (Gloomy Gil), has their 20-yard line, and halfway
future varsity material in those Purple jerseys. Coach Ted visitors took to the air utterly dis- reason to be doleful these days, through this quarter Brown had
its last scoring chance. Receiving
Dailey and his high flying Eaglets should be congratulated regarding the rainy ozone and unfor not in one game this season a Holy Cross punt on their own
leashed
their
All-Ameripotential
for their victory. Lukachick's 35 yard placement was all that
can Bob Davis on a number of except Northeastern has he had 49, in four plays they advanced to
was needed.
running plays that tested his full team at his beck and call. the Holy Cross 31, where, on a
In the closing minutes with the pay dirt only 5 yards tricky
every spot in the B. C. forward Never before in his whole career tricky reverse, they fumbled, and
away, the Frosh took one minute and 10 seconds to run off barrier. The Wildcats hammered as a coach
has any of his squads Shields recovered for the defend2 plays. Up in Hanover last Saturday, Dartmouth rolled off at the Boston goal for the better been so drastically
riddled by in- ers. During the last quarter the
6 plays in the last 50 seconds of play in their desperate at- part of the second and third peri- juries as the current Boston Col- Cross played a strictly defensive
game, with Cahill booting the ball
tempt to defeat Cornell.
ods but the impregnable defense lege unit.
Coach John Kelley's hockey team is progressing with within the 10-yard mark finally
The most serious injury has deep into Brown territory every
leaps and bounds. Experience is the greatest teacher; so the wore out the futile attempts of the been to Roger Battles, a substitute time they had the ball. Brown
Kelleymen tangle weekly with the Olympics. O'Callaghan Kentuckians and the weary guests fullback, who last Saturday frac- staged several impressive marches
during the game, but all failed
and Powers are showing great form and take real pleasure experienced the second B. C. score tured his leg above the ankle. shortly
across midfield. It was the
and
the
loss
of
the
ball
ultimately
Also on Saturday Capt. DiNatale
in bumping a few of the Olympic wingmen. Roscio and Coyne game.
Brown inability to protect its
causing
wrenched his ankle thus
still shine in the net.
kicker that cost it the game, beBolstered by the freshness of
The B. U. hockey squad is being limited to one practice two gentlemen, Horsfal and Cum- doubt as to whether he will play cause outside of that unfortunate
in the B. U. or Holy Cross games.
session per week. The efforts of the A. A. are being consen- mings and the effective work of Ray
lapse in the first period they had
Perrault is through for the
trated on basketball. They have championship makings in Tom Guinea, the longer and far season,
the Cross running attack well bota result of the W. Maryboth sports, but the court game, with its western trip, has more impressive journey was in- land game in which he injured his tled up, even the great Osmanski
being thrown for losses several
augurated. Dick Cummings swept knee.
taken the eye of the powers that be.

Dobie Eleven Splash To Win Cross Continue
Over Kentucky Wildcats
Victory March
Over Brown

GALA VICTORY DANCE
TOMORROW EVENING
HOTEL

BRUNSWICK

Frank Murdoch's Orchestra
Dancing
8 to 12
IN AID OF THE BAND
?

around right end behind a beautiful screen of interferers for 20
yards and then Mr. Guinea went
over for the second six points. The
play for the extra point was unusual but logical considering the
weather; the pass from center
went directly to the man in placekick position, Horsfal, who started
on an end sweep, turned and
passed to Tom Guinea in the end
zone for the final point.
B. C. grasped their scoring
chances in powerful fashion, but

Fella Gintoff and Ralph Worth
have played only a few minutes
this year due also to knee injuries.
Ira Jivelikian, old Flitterfeet
himself, has been also out most of
the season?also with an injured
knee.
Walter Bryan also has been
missing from games with an injured leg and shoulder.
Al Horsfal also had a knee injury. Quite a few knee injuries as
you can see.

times.
Coach Eddie Anderson expressed
disappointment at the failure of
his team to score more than once,
especially after those blocked

punts.

Brown threw three passes, and
completed one for a gain of 12
yards, and averaged 37 yards on
kicks to the Cross' 43. There were
10 fumbles in all, 3 by Holy Cross,
all of them recovered by Crusaders, and 7 by Brown, four of which
they themselves recovered.
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Tend Welcome
To President

Band
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Performs Manoeuvers In Stadium

Deep Problems
For Economists

Faculty Members Meet
In Assembly Hall
To Receive Rector
The annual reception to Father
Rector by the lay faculty of the
college, was given Sunday evening
in the Senior Assembly Hall, with
nearly 200 persons attending to extend Very Rev. William J. McGarry, S.J., new president of the
college their greetings and to be
presented to him by the deans of
the arious college departments.
A
delightful
buffet luncheon
was served during which music
was provided by a string trio composed of Francis Cahill, '39, cello;
John P. Blackwood, '40, violinist;
and Daniel McCue, '40, pianist.
At the conclusion of the luncheon, Rev. Joseph R. N. Maxwell,
S.J., dean of the college of arts
and sciences; Rev. Joseph D. Fitzgerald, S.J., Freshman dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences; Rev.
George A. O'Donnell, S.J.,- of the
Graduate School; Rev. John B.
Creedon, S.J., of the Law School;
Rev. Walter McGuinn, S.J., of the
School of Social Service and Rev.
Michael J. Harding of the Extension School presented the members of their faculties to the president.

Following

the

reception,

the

Treat Imperialism
In Many Phases
At Academy Meeting

In the above picture the military expertness of the band is shown forming a huge B. C

Present Band Best
In History
Of Boston College

gathering adjourned to the Science Building where entertainment
By Gene McAuliffe, '39
in the form of two excellent moving pictures, "A Hundred Men
Gentlemen, the band! One of the
and A Girl," and "The Perfect finest and most versatile musical
Speciman" were shown.
contingents ever to represent Boston College. Can't you just visualize them, fifty men strong, six
abreast, in their gleaming array of
Maroon and Gold, marching across
the field? The blazing brass section, the muffled base, and the
ting-a-ling of the novel glockenspiel, bursting forth in harmoniThe Governor of Massachusetts, ous melody.
Strutting along in
Hon. Charles F. Hurley, has made front are the
two marshal dictators
a strong appeal to the students of wielding their batons with the
Massachusetts' colleges to lower greatest of ease; the blast of a
their highway accident records, whistle, the entire body taking
especially during the four months formation into a large B. C; then
in which the Commonwealth is the enchanting tune which desigendeavoring to check motor vehinates Alma Mater to all her loyal
cle fatalities on its highways. sons.
There is every justification for
A few years ago, Boston College
this request.
rooters cheered with enthusiasm at
Students attending Massachu- the colorful leadership of Edward
setts colleges have not established M. Guthrie, '39, when he would
an enviable record since the open- twirl his baton over the goal posts
ing of the school year. It had and catch it again with masterful
hardly begun when the son of the nonchalance. It is true that Eddie
Governor of Maine, a student at brought the first tinge of color
Williams College, was killed in an into the band, but now he has a
automobile crash with a fellow partner in the personage of Charles
student at the wheel. Before the Ward, '40, and their dual maneuvend of October, a Harvard student ering has evoked much praise.
crashed to his death in a car also Neither of the two, however, are
driven by a college man. Between by any means amateurs at the
these two dates, several students fine art of baton-juggling, for both
were injured through the careless have served as drum majors at
or reckless operation of the car Somrville High and Arlington High
in which they were riding.
respectively; and both have been
The three factors involved in connected with other bands much
these college accidents are speed, to their credit.
fatigue, and inattention. These facBand Develops
tors are very closely related.
late,
Of
the appearance of the
Speed, especially when too fast for
band, as a whole, has developed
night
driving
the conditions of
or
rapidly, not only in size and color,
stormy weather, often sends the
but also musically. You will recar off the highway at a sharp
member that not long ago the band
curve. It is responsible for the killnumbered about thirty-eight men,
ing of many pedestrians because
that they wore those dull maroon
the motorist out-drives the lighted
sweaters and sailor hats, and that
path of his headlights. It is fatigue
their musical library was, to a
that causes a driver to doze for a
extent, confined.
certain
moment, or, through inattention,
the band presents a
Today
fail to note a vehicle that has
appearance, due not
formidable
come to a stop just ahead in the
only to the growth of the aggresame lane of travel. But it is gation itself,
but also to their adspeed, often increasing under these
ditional equipment and to those
circumstances, that results in the
natty Maroon and Gold uniforms
fatal crash.
and
military peak-caps.
Their
music is sprinkled with an intermingling of college-boy favorites
Boston College Trio
such as "Veni, Veni," "Cheerio,"
Seeks Engagements
and "Strike Up the Band." Even
the "Alma Mater" itself is dressed
The Boston College Trio,
up a bit. Formerly the band was
formed at the start of the preswont to give the keynote of the
ent school term, has already tun* and the student body sing
fulfilled several engagements unaccompanied; but now, if you
and is looking forward to a busy
notice, the musicians carry the
season. It comprises the followsong to the last cord. This feature
ing students: John Blackwood,
adds to the solemnity and weight
'40, violinist; Francis Cahill,
of the school song, and at the same
'39, cellist; and Daniel McCue,
time procures a more stirring ap'40, pianist. The Trio specializes peal.
in light classical music, folk
Daly and Glockenspiel
songs, and harmonic novelties.
Incidentally, that German glockIt is available for social engageenspiel is played by Edward Daly,
ments of any kind.
'41, a cousin of Eddie Guthrie; and

Governor Hurley
Appeals For

Safety Drive

lest there be any rumors as to the
identity of the little lad who carries the base drum, we wish to
clear it up here. The boy is not a
student at the College, but an altar
boy in St. Ignatius parish who has
willingly volunteered his services.
At the Western Maryland game
in Baltimore the band proved its
efficiency and manifold potentialities. Five minutes before the game,
the musical club of Western Maryland made arrangements with the
director of the Boston College
musicians to have the two bands
march together as one body. When
the time came at the halves, the
Maroon and Gold rhythmn-makers executed their part with minute precision, much to the commendation of the onlookers.
Marier Brings Novelties
A great deal of the success of the
Boston College band may be justly
and deservedly attributed to the
untiring labors of Ted Marier, '34,
director for the past two seasons.
Ted was a vivacious student-leader
of this unit when he was at the
Heights, and is now studying at
Harvard Graduate School of Music. It was during his student days
that the popular 'Cheerio" was introduced, and he has now revived
it with a great deal of success together with the other aforementioned novelties. He is the composer of "Sweep Down the Field
For Boston," most popular with
the students.
If perchance you doubt the
worth and value of musical display as we have here at Boston
College, attend a football game
sometime at which there are no
musical offerings. It is then that
one appreciates the glamour, color
and fulfillment that a real college
band lends to the intervening parts
of the game.

B. C. Students Will
Be in Pageant
With Emmanuel
Several Boston College students
were chosen last week to appear
in a pageant with the Emmanuel
College Dramatic Club in conjunction with the Community Crusade.
The pageant, entitled, "Henceforth, the Streets of the City Shall
be Your Cloisters," is under the
auspices of the Catholic Charitable
Bureau and depicts in six colorful
scenes the growth of Catholic
charities from the time of St. Vincent de Paul up to the present
day. The last scene gives a vivid
portrayal of the zealous work
which is ebing carried on at present by Rev. Robert C. Barry and
the Catholic Charitable Bureau.
Performances were given before
capacity audiences on last Monday night at the Children's Museum, Jamaica Plain, and on Tuesday night at St. Lawrence's
Church, Brookline. Production will
be resumed during the first week
of December with the same cast
and under the direction of Miss
ane F. Holland, Emmanuel College
dramatic coach. Costuming and
makeup are under the direction of
the Misses Lu,cille L. Gueris and
Virginia Adams.
The Boston College students taking part in the pageant are:
Thomas P. Martin, '40, Bernard J.
Finan, '40, Lawrence F. Kickham,
'40, Joseph P. Grandfield, '40,
Charles B. Thornton, '40, Joseph
O. Eblan, '40, Thomas M. Nary,
'41, and Frank J. Hughes, Jr., '41.

The members of the Economics
Academy tackled that very pressing and somewhat perplexing problem of Economic Imperialism,
Wednesday. Stressing the importance of Economic Imperialism as
a major world-wide problem, Joseph Sammartino, '39, opened the
discussion by tracing its history
from early times to the present,
citing in particular its phenomenal
growth in the past 40 years.
"More than a billion human beings
are included in the colonies and
'backward countries' dominated by
a few imperialistic nations," said
Mr. Sammartino.
Economic Europe Discussed
Taking up the discussion at this
point, Leonard Stanton, '38, summarized the reasons for the economic unrest in Europe today, and
showed how this will inevitably
lead to another conflict of major
proportions unless some solution
is speedily achieved. Charles
O'Riordan, '39, enlarged upon the
solution offered by Mr. Stanton,
dealing with immediate redistribution of colonies to those nations
despoiled of their possessions by
the Versailles Treaty. In conclusion he said: "The various campaigns being waged in Europe at
present, in their international aspect, are but reflections of what is
fundamentally one struggle between the 'Haves' (those nations
enjoying power, prestige and prosperity) and the 'Have-Nots' (those
nations lacking raw materials necessary for their welfare.)
Scheduled to address the Academy next Wednesday on the "Trust
and Monopoly Problem," are Francis G. Stapleton, '38, Merile L.
Carey, '39, and John Paul Luddy,
'39.

German Academy

Elects Healey
Election of officers for the coming year was iheld at the last
meeting of the German Academy,
it was announced by Professor
Paul A. Boulanger, moderator.
Those who were chosen, are: Edward J. Healey, of South Boston,
president; Joseph W. Foley, of
South Boston, vice-president; Arthur J. Hasseh, of Weymouth,
treasurer; and Patrick A. Rafferty,
of Brighton, secretary. They are
all sophomores.
A "Science Group" has been
formed in the Academy, and it
will be under the direction of Rev.
Erick M. Labouvie, who plans to
familiarize the members with German scientific terminology.

Cross and Crown
Holds Meeting
Knight Commander James E.
Davis of the Cross and Crown,
Senior honor society, called the
second meeting of the year on
Monday. Additional officers elected
were John W. Collins, secretary,
and Thomas J. O'Connor, treasurer, who will collect dues to pay
expenses for a banquet coming
near the end of the year.
Members were chosen by the
Knight Commander and his four
assistants to serve on committees
to arrange the programs for Mothers Day, Fathers Day, the banquet,
and the Christmas Ball to be held
at Longwood Towers. Other committees will design an insignia to
be worn in the form of a charm
by members, draw up a charter
to make the society permanent,
devise a system of aquainting the
Freshmen with college activities
upon their arrival here, and plan a
lecture series for the year.
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Sodalists Speak

TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL DERATE

FULTONS TO MEET

On Social Order

(Continued from Page 1)

Season's activities of the SeniorJunior Sodality are progressing
rapidly, with lectures on the Catholic Social Order assuming the

these four engagements the team
met with great success. He also
debated against Holy Cross College last year in the Hotel Statler.
Lyons also has a prominent role in
the Greek play that is scheduled
for next May.
English Liberals
The Oxford-Cambridge team is
composed of two English liberals.
One is an Englishman and his colleague is a Scot, reared in Eng-

most prominent part, according to
reports from the Sodality office.

The program of student speakers' teams was informally opened
by Ralph J. Luise, '38, and James
E. Davis, '38, Prefect and VicePrefect respectively, in Peabody
last week, when the two sodalists
spoke on "Atheism" and "Communism" before an assembly of
the members of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians. Miss Mary Kinsella,
National President of the Ladies'
Auxiliary to the A. O. H., congratulated Boston College through its
sodality representatives for "the
active interest shown in current
Catholic problems."
In answer to a request by Saint
Clement's Alumni Association of
Somerville, talks were given also
before that body last Tuesday evening by the Prefect and Vice-Prefect.
Lecture work by the Catholic
Social Order Committee is expected to be in full swing within the
next two weeks, when more than
a dozen teams will be prepared to
go any place in the state to speak
on subjects of special interest to
present-day Catholics.
In addition to the work of this
committee, plans are being concluded by the Apostolic, Eucharistic, and Literary groups for a
program of charitable, educational,
and spiritual work during the

land.

James A. Brown, an Ulsterman
by birth, is a liberal by conviction.
He was educated in Northern Ireland until he was eighteen years
of age, and then he went to Germany. There he spent a few
months at Heidelberg College.
During the last four years he has
been studying at Balliol College,
Oxford, to gain the Honors degree
in modern history. He has been
very active in politics, both within
the college and outside. He became
president of the University Liberal
Club and the Oxford Union. After
College he intends to become a
barrister in England.
The Cambridge representative is
Ronald V. Gibson. He is a Scot by
birth, and he was reared in England. He spent a few years in the
insurance business before attending Cambridge. Mr. Gibson supports an alliance of the liberal
and labor parties and has organized an organization in the college,
called the Democratic Front, for
the purpose of bringing this union
about. He has been president of
the Cambridge Union Society,
secretary of the Social Club and
president of the Union. He intends
to maintain his private business

Henry F. Lyons, '39

RONALD V. GIBSON

for some time after college, and
later he will take up his post as
parliamentary private secretary.
Inasmuch as our political form
of government is very different
from that by which the English
are governed it will be most interesting to get English views of the
veto power which rests with our
Supreme Court.
Series Began in 1926
The rivalry between the Fulton
and the English teams was instituted in 1926 when a Fulton team
composed of Fred A. McDermott,
'27, Thomas A. O'Keefe, '27, and
William H. Marnell, '27, defeated
the English team on the question,
"Resolved, that this house opposes
the growing tendency of government to invade the rights of indi-

JAMES A. BROWN

viduals." In 1927, the University
defeated the Fulton on
that
question,
"Resolved,
the
women should not enter professional life." This team was made
up of Charles A. Hayden, '27,
Thomas A. O'Keefe, '27, and
Frank A. McDermott, '27. However, in the same year in a return
debate held here also, the Fulton
was victorious on the question,
"Resolved, that this house condemns the democratic principle as
having a corrupting influence on
modern life. James M. Curley, Jr.,
Paul Hinchey and Henry M. Leen,
who is now an Assistant U. S. Attorney, were at that time defending the negative for the Fulton.
In 1928, 1929, and 1930 the Fulton
won three successive victories, and
in 1935 Henry G. Beauregard and
of Sydney

Lawrence J. Riley won another
victory in the Library Auditorium.
However, the engagement this
year will be particularly heated,
because of the fact that it will be
utilized in great measure to avenge
a defeat that the Fulton suffered
at the hands of the Englishmen
last year. John F. Donelan and
John E. Keary at that time debated against two representatives
of Cambridge University.
As yet the judges for the debate
have not been selected and their
names will be published in the
Boston papers on Sunday.
The ushers at the debate will be
the officers of the Fulton Debating year.
Society. They are: President, Paul
L. Schultz; Vice-President, Ralph
J. Luise; Secretary, Leonard F. van; and Sergeant-at-Arms, Kevin
Stanton; Treasurer, David SulliJ. Sullivan.
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Julian Talks
On Rights

BOSTON COLLEGE HEIGHTS

Culture Discussed "Soph" Sodality
By Dean Maxwell Plans Announced
The semi-monthly meeting of
the Spanish Academy was held
last week with the Rev. Joseph
R. N. Maxwell, S.J., Dean of the
College, as guest speaker. His
subject was "Culture"; in particular, the cultural effects of the study
of other languages and their literatures. He said that man is not
attaining the most from life if he
is without an appreciation of literature and the other fine arts. He
also said that colleges are not
giving a sound education if their
curricula is directed solely along
paths which lead to the amassing
of dollars and cents. The arts aim
primarily at the cultural.

Anthony Julian, ex-professor of
Fundamental Law at Boston College, and at present a member of
the State Legislature, yesterday
addressed the members of the Law
and Government Academy on
Present Day problems of Government, condemning Fascism and
Communism as being in conflict
with each other while attempting
to cover up Democracy.
Reviewing the Bill of Rights of
the United States Constitution and
relating how freedom of the press,
freedom of contract and freedom
of religion are abused, Mr. Julian
said: "We have leagues for the
preservation of civil liberties and
that any individual who should atReservations for the Sodality's
tempt any criticism of the news- December 7 Sheraton Room supper
papers of the country as a unit dance, going fast. See Dick Canawould be crucified."
van for best tables.
Since the press has an obligation to print the news, he stated
that whatever appears in print is
considered by many to be true.
Any dictation by advertisers is an
abuse of the constitutional priviledge which editors have entrusted
to them.
"Misuse of freedom of contract
is dangerous in as much as it
jeopardizes the distribution of
wealth in this country, and leads
to illegal economic superiority,"
he said.
Freedom of religion, a valuable
right, more valuable than the
aforementioned two, consequently
needs more safeguarding, he asserted. "Charlatans are let loose
on the public in the name of religion to make money.

Rev. Richard L. Rooney, S.J., at
the business meeting of the Sophomore Sodality last Friday announced the plan of the coming
year. The Sophomore Sodality has
been separated from the Freshman
Sodality this year and the first
activity of the Sodality will be the
recitation of the Missa Recitata on
the first Friday in December for
the first time in the history of
Boston College.

On December 19, the Moderator
announced Sodality Day will be
observed at which time the parents will be given an opportunity
to see the work being done by the
Sodalists. An Under the Tower
Dance is planned for January 27,
the Semester holiday, and on the
following Sunday a skating and
skiing party is to be held by all
the groups of the Sodality.

y
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Will Reorganize
Lynn B. C. Club
Complete reorganization of the
Boston College Club of Greater
Lynn was begun at a meeting held
Monday evening at the home of
Joseph H. Kenney, '37, and attended by a group of alumni and
undergraduates interested in a revival of B. C.-consciousness in
Lynn and surrounding cities of the
North Shore.
As the first step in the proposed
drive, the following officers were
elected to assume leadership:
Charles R. Hagan, '35, president;
John G. Cahill, '38, vice-president;
Joseph H. Keaney, '37, secretary;
Francis E. McElroy, '35, treasurer;
Albert T. Tortolini, '37, and Vincent R. Murray, '34, graduate directors; Dennis J. Brady, '38, undergraduate director.
Alarmed at the waning condition
of the Lynn club, retiring President Joseph H. Kearney, '37, urged
the cooperation of the members
in the coming membership campaign. President-elect Charles R.
Hagan, '35, conducted a discussion
of plans for the current year, including tentative proposals concerning an informal Social for old,
new, and prospective members to
be held within the next month.
Attention is called to the fact
that the next meeting of the organization will take place on next
Monday evening, November 22, at
the home of Joe Keaney, 84 West
Neptune Street, Lynn, at 7:45
o'clock. Students at the Heights
who reside in Lynn, Swampscott,
Marblehead, Saugus, or Nahant,
are requested to attend this meeting and aid in the reawakening of
Boston College influence and interest in these communities.

Young Ladies Visit

Thompson Collection
Manifesting the deserving
and ever-growing interest that
belongs to it, the Junior and
Senior class of Notre Dame
Academy from Roxbury, comprising about 55 young ladies,
paid a surprise visit to the
Francis Thompson Collection
in the Boston College Library.
Storming our hallowed campus in a huge bus and several
very nifty looking cars, the enthusiasts hastened across the
lawn and into the building, forcing several hundred exam-riddled students to seek knowledge, consolation and much
needed sleep elsewhere.
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Library Seats
(Continued from Page 1)

The cushions themselves, to us
the most important part of the
whole outlay, and rightly so, are
done in maroon leather and compare favorably to a deep, comfortable parlor sofa. The armrests are
of just the correct height and if
you get there first you can enjoy
the convenience of two of them,
provided you're big enough.
In order that the guarantee may
be rendered valid let us regard
these simple regulations: (1) Don't
move the seats up and down too
vigorously?the bearings are only
good for thirty years; (2) Any
one over 350 pounds, use the kneelers exclusively; (3) Don't slash up
the leather with jack-knife, pen,
etc.; (4) With regard to the backs
of the chairs: remember the old
adage that was once overheard
from. an old duffer as he industriously and ironically scratched his

with a smoker
when he finds out
about Chesterfields

DISCUSS THOMPSON
The theme and inspiration underlying the works of the great
Catholic poet, Francis Thompson,
were the main topics of discussion
at the meeting of the Catholic
Poetry Society of Boston, held recently in the Library Auditorium.
initials deeply into one of the
aluminum window-frames of the
Empire State Building, "Fools'
names and faces are always seen
scratched on public places."
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